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2016

TVW strengthened governance; shared

information about local homelessness causes and

possible solutions; developed relationships with

key partners such as Mitchell Shire Council and

Nexus Primary Health.

2017

Our team secured a site for the village and

commenced planning and permit processes; we

attracted further grants and donations to fund

critical components of our village; we developed a

client pathways model; we engaged team leaders

for programs such as Gardens & Permaculture,

Pets in the Village, Volunteer Experience.

2018

2019

2020
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Our History

Transition Village Wallan (TVW) was formally

incorporated and gained charity registration.

This followed a year of research into various

community based models for

accommodating people who were homeless.

We were awarded $200,000 via the Pick My

Project grant to fund capital infrastructure

and continued building key relationships in

the community.

TVW pivoted to a remote working team focused

on progressing our planning permit including a

Cultural Heritage Management Plan

development process and exploration of

partnership opportunities.

TVW acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the land and waters on which we live and work, and we

pay our respect to their continuing culture; and to Elders past, present and emerging.  We acknowledge

that sovereignty was never ceded and that we benefit from the rich contribution of Aboriginal and Torres

Strait Islander peoples across this nation now and throughout history.

 

Our Village will be built on the land of the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin Nations, in Woi Wurrung country.

We wholeheartedly support the Uluru Statement and measures to promote greater involvement of our First

Peoples in political decision-making, in truth-telling and knowledge-sharing of Australia’s history
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Transition Village Wallan Inc (TVW) is a

registered charity aiming to build an eco

village of Tiny Houses, utilising

sustainable living and design practices, for

people experiencing (or at risk

of) homelessness in the Mitchell Shire

area. 

We are based in Wallan and are working

towards whole community change to

support a safe, sustainable and connected

way of life for all members of our

community.

About us Our People
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Hope from the Ashes

In response to the horrific bushfires at the start of

2020 we wanted to find a way to share our funds

in a way that could benefit those impacted, and

sometimes unhoused, by bushfire. 

TVW’s Pets in the Village (PITV) program allows

for the admission of up to three owners with dogs

into the village. Three of the sleeping units will be

modified to allow the dog access from the

sleeping unit into a small private backyard.  

Our annual fundraiser aimed at supporting our

PITV program was held in March with the support

of many local sponsors however this year the

funds raised were diverted to support the local

CFA and Wildlife Rescue services, in the hope that

better training and equipment will alleviate the

outcomes of any future major crisis in our local

area.

Covid-19 impacts force pivot 

As the year drew on it became clear that many of

our plans for 2020 were simply not able to be

realised. Without the ability to work together on

site and hold social or entertaining fundraising

events, we needed to dramatically shift focus and

pivoted to a remote working model.  It also

necessitated a renegotiation of many of our

funding grants and numerous extensions of

deadlines and delivery schedules – something

that many others in the not for profit community

will have experienced.

Amidst our own turmoil, we are acutely aware of

the increasing numbers of people who are, or are

at dire risk of, experiencing homelessness as a

result of the Covid-19 pandemic. This makes the

work of our organisation, and  so many others

working to provide innovative solutions for 
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Our Year

people in our community who have or are likely to

become unhoused.  We are awaiting the tsunami

of need once social support payments and rent

freezes are wound back because we are perceived

to have moved into the ‘economic recovery’ stage

- a point at which there are unlikely to be as many

jobs available as those who lost them pre-

pandemic.

Whilst Covid-19 has slowed our visible activity and

engagement in the community the pace has

picked up in progressing critical administrative

work. 

Our planning application work proceeds in the

background and we have now embarked on the

important work of developing a Cultural Heritage

Management Plan (CHMP) to ensure our village

protects and honours the cultural heritage of the

land we will be located upon. We are grateful for

the pro bono contributions of Chris Day and Chris

Banon which has greatly assisted us in this

process.

We are also exploring and developing

partnerships with organisations and communities

across a broad spectrum to enhance our village

infrastructure and programs.  During the19/20

financial year we have engaged with other

housing services, social services, health services,

builders, educators, innovators and community

champions. The passion to co-create sustainable

and innovative responses to rising inequality and

homelessness in our community is inspiring.



This year for the TVW project is clearly divided into

pre and post Covid actions.  

While the early bushfires in 2020 had a great impact

on the emotional well being of our members, and

demonstrated the increased need for homeless

services such as Transition Village Wallan (TVW),

nothing underlines our community’s fragility and

strengths as the current Covid pandemic is doing.

Work on the project continued in the background

throughout this period, while physical interactions

and events were limited in 2020 by the Covid

restrictions. The Committee of Management has

used this time to develop new approaches to

fundraising, formalising governance and further

developing its online presence.

Transition Village Wallan is becoming known

throughout the areas of homelessness

accommodation, Tiny Houses and sustainable

design in community organisations because of its

unique, holistic approach to the concerns of people

who are homeless.

- TVW has been invited to participate in Melbourne

University’s research project “Understanding the

role of Tiny Houses within the Australian

marketplace”, with Dr. Marcus Phipps.

- TVW is participating  in a local project ‘Legally

Wise Women’ with TBA Law, Wallan, to bring free

online legal information to women in the area.

- I have held information sessions with three people

who are interested in using the TVW model in their

own locality. I will continue to share and gain

information with these new groups.

TVW funded the development of a Monitoring and

Evaluation Framework for the clients and

approaches used in the project.

Arjun Ravi of The ‘Icarus Group’ held several

discussions  and one workshop with the

Committee of Management and key

stakeholders to deliver this framework. TVW

will use the framework to: 

- Understand and improve the programs

offered internally by TVW

- Understand the needs of the residents and

improve services

- Learn the full impacts of the project on

residents and develop resources as needed.

- Use the data to request funding

- Make the data available for research purposes

- Use the data as the basis for future strategic

planning.

My thanks go to Arjun for his support of the

TVW project.

TVW has changed its approach to community

education and outreach due to the Covid

restrictions. In late 2019, we attended markets,

St Patrick’s Primary School, Kilmore,  and radio

stations for interviews. This has changed. 

We are now investing more time in developing

online skills and improving our online profile,

information abilities and fundraising abilities.

Thank you to Bel Temby who has provided our

digital services for the past three years and is 
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still ambitious to improve our online presence. I am

a computer Luddite and have relied heavily on Bel

for her knowledge, ideas and patience.

There has been a steady interest in the TVW

Facebook page and website, with 300+ FB

members. This online interest is not translating not

active volunteers but TVW is not pursuing this until

Covid restrictions are eased and we are in the

building phase of the project. Thank you to Ian

Dempsey and Skye Forster for their work in

developing the Volunteer Program for the project.

Committee meetings are now held via Zoom, a

learning experience for many of us. Thank you to

Skye Forster for your endless patience in teaching

the skills required to manage the Zoom meetings

and to committee members who have taken on this

new skill.

The TVW finances are well managed, thank you to

Jessie Zander and David James. During this year

TVW has built its funding to within 50% of the total

estimated cost for the project. We are currently

seeking a volunteer Business Manager to develop a

strong program of business funding and

partnerships.

TVW now has five members who are writing grant

applications, with a high degree of success. This is

an unusual number of writers to have in a group,

and I think reflects well on the freedom of members

to choose their own roles in the project and work

independently. 

Special thanks go to: Jacinta Stephenson, Skye

Forster, Ian Dempsey, Kerry Free, Judy Clarke

During the grant writing process, the writer calls

upon community businesses to supply quotes to

be included in the application. Our combined

thanks go to these business people

who work with very vague criteria to produce

quotes for our use.

 Mitchell Shire staff and Councillors who

have believed in and supported this project

over the years.                

Mr Chris Banon (Town Planner) who has

shown great generosity in providing his

time and expertise probono to TVW, to

develop the Planning Permit Application.

Ms Jacqui Brauman of TBA Law Wallan for

acting in a probono capacity as TVW’s legal

advisor  

Mr Chris Day (Archeosurveyor) for his work

in developing the CHMP as required by law.

Ms Sophie Dyring(Architect, Schored

Projects) and staff  for their invaluable

assistance with the Village design and

providing information for the CHMP)

To the Committee of Management – THANK

YOU.  Throughout this most difficult year

you have been steadfast in working for the

project regardless of personal concerns. 

Thank you to:

Judy Clarke:  CEO 
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The past financial year has seen us investing time and resources in developing a volunteer program
that will be enriching for both the village and volunteers once we are up and running.  We want to
ensure that we offer an inclusive and collaborative program that values and acknowledges the skills
and experiences all participants bring to the table. 

Given the lockdown restrictions for most of 2020 and the limits that has put on our ability to move the
physical village forward we have focused on planning.  We are exploring a number of partnerships
with people and organisations in the community to build innovative and impactful project links,
creating events and activities that help people make connections and grow community inclusion.

Our committee of management volunteer their time and expertise every year in all sorts of ways and
we thank them for their important contribution.
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Looking to the Future
Our planning is for completion of the village

and the first intake of residents by December

2021. 

At this stage we will move from Stage 1 –

where the importance is in preparation and

building, to Stage 2 managing the first year

with emphasis on the residents and

community

integration.  

The year ahead looks to be most successful

as we build on the work of today to achieve

the dream of a Village!

 

Team Updates - Volunteers



The aim of our Pets in the Village project is to enable villagers to

keep their pets with them as they participate in our program.

Many people experiencing homelessness also have cherished

animal companions who are key to their health and wellbeing,

our program will remove the barrier to accessing safe and secure

housing with a dog by altering 3 of our residential units to

include access to a private space for them.

As the village is not yet operational, the proceeds from our

annual PITV fundraiser were instead directed to our local CFA

and wildlife rescue in the wake of the bushfire crisis in January.
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Team Updates
Garden
Planning for the establishment of the garden is

well underway and once the village permit is

granted and we can access the site building and

planting can begin immediately.

We were fortunate to receive grants this financial

year that will assist in the building of both our

garden workshop centre (thank you to

VicForests) and our poultry hub (thank you to the

Tobin Brothers Foundation).

Pets

Client Pathways
We further developed our client pathways program

and invested significant time and resources in

reaching out to potential partners and supporters to

help ensure our approach is appropriately

resourced.  

We continue to apply for funding so we can appoint

staff who will provide much needed support to our

villagers as they transition from being unhoused and

re-engage with community.



Wallan & District

Community

Neighbourhood

House

Our supporters
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Event Management System – Tickera 
Village Vibes Custom Post Type for Volunteers
Online Raffle System

We have been delighted to partner with Transition Village Wallan providing support to implement

digital solutions, graphic design and other support as required.  We provides over 90 hours of

support in the previous year.  

Over 40 support requests were made during the latest reporting period.
• The most amount of time was spent on implementing three website solutions: 

• We provided graphic design services for events, socials and reports
• Website updates have taken place throughout the year and all software has been updated and
remains current
• We assist in the management of G-Suite 
• We support analytics and reporting
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We're a member based organisations and

becoming a member is a great way to show

your support. Click here for the form! 

1

2

1

Become a Member

3 Donate

4 Engage 
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How you can get involved

Giving your time is a precious gift and we

deeply appreciate it. The options are

awesome and almost endless, so, if you've got

a skillset you'd like to offer we'd like to hear

from you. Sign up today!

Your cash or in-kind donations go a long way.  

You name it we need it.  You can donate

online and we encourage you to contact our

CEO about any other donations.   

You can donate here!

We need you to attend our events, share posts  

on social and be a vocal supporter working to

alleviate homelessness.   Tell your workmates,

your boss, your friends and family.  

Check out our website

Volunteer

ceo@tvw.org.au tvw.org.au

https://transitionvillagewallan.com.au/become-a-member/
https://transitionvillagewallan.com.au/become-a-member/
https://transitionvillagewallan.com.au/volunteer/
https://transitionvillagewallan.com.au/donations/donate-now/
http://tvw.org.au/

